
THE CULTURAL AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT OF SUFISM AN ISLAMIC

MOVEMENT IN INDIA

Sufism has a history in India evolving for over 1, years. The presence of Sufism has been a leading entity increasing the
reaches of Islam throughout South Asia. Following the entrance of Islam in the early 8th century, Sufi mystic traditions
The Muslim culture of the caliphate began to permeate through India. Muslims.

In some countries Sufi leaders were also active politically. Similar reports came from Canada Azmi, and
personal conversation. Ismaili Pirs and Hindu rulers The ancient history of Nizari Ismailism in South Asia is
still shrouded in mystery, but if one considers the rich Ginanic tradition - leaving aside debates about origins
and dates - it is difficult to doubt that the mission da'wa was, at times, quite successful in non-Muslim
kingdoms. Today, the small tomb-shrine which lies at the entrance of the fort, within the precincts of
Mehrangarh, continues to be a sacred place. Gulab Shah gathered the water of the lake into his scarf and the
place became totally dry. As cultures are dynamic but not static when two people, two cultures meet, cultural
interaction either positive or negative is inevitable and the same happened in India during the rule of Delhi
Sultanate. In the nineteenth century, the Nawab of Arcot a small principality located in present Tamil Nadu
caused a sacred water tank to be built outside the Kapalishvarar temple, the biggest Hindu shrine of Madras
dedicated to the Dravidian god Murugan and to Shiva. For extensive bibliographies see Gaborieau, and
Masud,  This is where poetry would be sung to instrumental music; this ritual would often put Sufis into
spiritual ecstasy. This label of Sufism is therefore used to ensure the good reputation to the movement, and to
divert any accusation of fomenting sectarian dissensions, or of being prone to fundamentalism. Trimingham J.
Traditionally, the ruler of Jaipur and his royal guests entered the palace complex through two huge gates
respectively known as Bandarwal Darwaza and Nakkarkhane ka Darwaza. One of the peculiarities of the
sacred image of Kali, who is known locally as Shila Devi, is that she has her head slightly bent. Khwaja
Muhammad al-Baqi Billah Berang d. Without denying the fact that a non-Muslim ascetic could accept the
teaching of a Sufi without converting, we will argue that the identity of the Hindu and Muslim spiritual
masters who are thus interconnected by a guru-disciple lineage is by no means clear. Haut de page
Bibliographie Aggarwal Partap C. Image Source: davidmus. By the time Delhi Sultanate was established, it is
rightly suggested that the main features of early Islam underwent many changes. The second gate, separated
from the first by a large and broad square called 'Jaleb Chowk', has a large pillared pavilion on its top: this
structure was meant for the musicians of the royal fanfare who traditionally welcomed the rulers by playing
drums and shehnai a kind of oboe. Most notably, the text trans. The first gate which owes its name to the
custom of decorating the entrance of a house or palace with a colourful festooned cloth referred to as
vandarmal or bandarval for marriages, has on its top the chilla - now painted green - dedicated to a Muslim
dervish, Mastan Ali Shah who is supposed to have been the disciple of Gebi Pir. The Muslim general Bure
Khan fought bravely with his army of Pathans to defend the kingdom of Jodhpur. The Bhakti movement was a
regional revival of Hinduism linking language, geography, and cultural identities through devotional deity
worship. At the beginning of this article, we have shown that in various parts of South Asia these rulers
generally protected the local Hindu population and even contributed to the repairing and maintenance of their
temples and other religious institutions. No doubt, with setbacks under some rulers in some regions and faster
development under some other rulers, travelers and saints played a key role as agents of transmission of ideas
of one cultural adherent to another group.


